Introduction and Related Work
Research in the field of single robot systems has reached a point where useable solutions have become available. Mathematically well-defined and experimentally proven solutions can be found for the problems of mapping , exploration (Burgard et al., 2002) , (Burgard et al., 2005) , and localisation . Because quite a lot of experiments have been carried out, in these fields well-elaborated metrics for exact and detailed comparison exist. The situation in the field of multi-robot systems (MRS) is, however, somewhat differ-ent. Various reasons for this include:
1. The complexity increases with the number of robots. 2. Most of the single robot methods can not simply be scaled to MRS.
Access to larger real world MRS or adequate
Simulation is difficult.
These circumstances might explain the fact that only a few papers deal with systematic (real world) experiments in that field. Additionally, in order to compare algorithms and methods it is important to have measures that allow a meaningful evaluation of the experimental data. One of the popular and also experimental challenging fields in MRS research is formation navigation. By reviewing the literature one will find only sparse and ad-hoc discus-sions of metrics in this field. The following paper will focus on the problem of developing appropriate metrics for formation navigation.
Metrics for Formation Navigation
It is important to have a measure on how well a devel-oped algorithm or method performs. In the area of MRS formation navigation, only a few approaches to expedient metrics can be found.
Primary Remarks about Metrics for MRS
Metrics are to some extent determined by the scenario in which the MRS operates. Choosing the right parameters requires analysing the experimental set-up carefully. For the rest of the discussion we assume that:
1. the group of robots is made up of similar types of robots (e.g. all B21 or all Pioneers), 2. the robots have the ability to communicate with each other, 3. the robots have the ability to sense the environment and maybe each other (e.g. through track-4. real robots operate in a real environment (indoor or outdoor).
Most criteria are very much related to the environment. It has a great influence if the robots operate on an empty soccer field or in a crowded train station. However, most metrics work when measuring the effect of a modification (e.g. new algorithm or parameter set) in exactly the same experimental set-up and infrastructure (same robots, environment etc. Looking at the majority of papers in the area of formation navigation, it is obvious that repeatability and reproduci-bility in the sense of a comparison is very difficult. Every real world setup is different even if it is "a typical office environment". If scientist Calvin would like to compare his approach to scientist Hobbes, he will not be able to do so as long as he has a different setup -at least not if no Transmogrifier is at hand. One solution for the metric problem might be to take the influence of the environment and other parameters into account. This, of course, would imply that a detailed map of the environment is available, as well as additional information about dynamic objects. This is difficult to achieve in unknown real world scenarios. (Balch and Arkin, 1998) ∃ a "stretching function" f with
Common Metrics
such that ∀ angles , and such that ∀ robots Ri, with distance 3. Orientation: The stretching criterion 2 (shape) must not skew the heading more then a ε .
The three criteria allow measuring a "global" position error. Criteria 1 and 2 define tolerances for distance and angle measurements to be able to cope with noise and imprecision. Criterion 3 states that it should be possible to adjust desired distances and angles over the predetermined position so that all robots form the desired shape. The robots are allowed to move in a radius of 
Discussion of Metrics
When looking at the three presented approaches, basi-cally, they all use more or less the same metrics:
1. Position error
Percentage of time in formation
Every time and path parameter that is related to the shape of the formation, can only be calculated when a position error is measured. This reduces the number of elementary metrics for formation navigation to the position error criteria. As already stated above, these parame-ters are highly influenced by the structure of the environment. So, although Balch, Naffin and Fredslund used the same metric, the results cannot be directly compared. To overcome these weaknesses, the influence of the environment must be taken into account. In the normal case of an a priori unknown environment, one approach could be to use the sensor readings coming from obstacles as an influencing factor. By applying a weighting factor, which is inverse proportional to the "density" of obstacles, to the Average Position Error (APE) the influence of the environment can be taken into account. In our approach we use the repulsive obstacle force rep F to compute this weighting factor (see section 3 for a description). If there are many obstacles the APE must be scaled down to be comparable to an empty environment where rep F is small.
However, this extension to the formation position error metric is subject to our ongoing work and, therefore, only preliminary results can be shown in section 6. The most part of the experimental evaluation and discussion presented in the following sections addresses only metrics, which do not consider any parameters of the environment. But this is, of course, a necessary step to motivate the need for an extended, generally applicable metric.
Our Formation Approach
Before describing the metrics we applied, first a compact description of our formation approach is given. We use a potential field approach as described in (Koren and Borenstein, 1991) and, therefore, assign each robot a spe-cific position inside the target formation. The concept of using a potential field method for controlling a formation is based on the view that not only obstacles and goals can exert forces onto a robot (Borenstein and Koren, 1990) . The basic idea is that each robot in a formation can exert repulsive and attractive forces to other robots. These vir tual forces can be used to keep the robots in the desired formation.
As an extension to the similar method presented in (Yamaguchi and Arai, 1994 ) not only shape-forming forces are used to generate the formation, but also addi-tional types of forces are modelled to achieve a greater flexibility. Two additional forces have to be considered while the formation is forming up or is in motion: the repulsive obstacle forces and the forces, which move the robots towards a certain goal point. In order to define the virtual formation forces, let
be the positions of n robots in the formation in an arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system TF. And let
be the actual positions of the obots in some world coordinate system TW. Since we use a so-called directed potential field approach, not only distance information -as in the cited "classical" methods -is used.
Additionally, directional information influence the formation forces: Independent of the configuration of TF in the world coordinate system TW each robot k expects any other robot at a certain position seen from his own "point of view". Assuming that robot j already has reached its desired goal position, the expected goal position k j p , of robot k seen from robot j is (1) Thereby, the angle ω is defined as (2) Where is the actual orientation of robot k. If we let Simply worded, for every robot the attractive or repulsive force to (re-) establish the desired formation is calculated with respect to the positions and the orientations of the other robots. The detailed mathematical definition of obstacle force rep F and goal force att F can be found in (Schneider and Wildermuth, 2005) . However, in the current implementa-tion we use a simplified approach for the calculation of rep F : The sensor readings are directly transformed into the corresponding repulsive forces. These forces are scaled depending on their distances and, finally, add up. This is of course not mathematically correct, but is fast to compute gives a useable approximation. Altogether, the overall resulting force, which affects a robot k at position x, is
It is important to re-emphasize that this algorithm differs from the standard potential field approach mainly in the way formation forces are defined. Not only distances are used to define these forces, but also the required angles between the robots and, finally, the direction of the goal as seen from the actual robot positions. Again, see (Schneider and Wildermuth, 2005 ) for a detailed descrip-tion and comparison to the standard, non-directed potential field approach to formation navigation.
Metrics for the Formation Approach
Based on the formation approach described in the last section we wanted to choose some typical metrics, which one can find in a majority of the cited work. In many cases, special characteristics of a formation algorithm are used to define a metric. Since our goal is a discussion of portability of metrics for different formation approaches, robot systems, and environmental conditions, we tried to avoid this. The two metrics we used for the forthcoming experiments are formation position error and the percent-age of time, for which the robots are "in formation". As stated in section 2.3 these metrics are also the basic ones used in the described approaches of Balch, Naffin and Fredslund. In order to compute the formation position error, first an optimal formation position given the actual positions of the robots is calculated. Because of our directed potential field approach, the actual goal point determines the overall direction of the formation. For example, if the target formation is a triangle with one robot in the front, then the triangle formation always is turned with the leader's vertex pointing towards the goal.
This special feature of our formation algorithm simplifies the search for an optimal formation position with regard to the robots' actual positions at each time step. Since the formation direction only depends on the goal and the formation position, for the optimisation only the twodimensional position parameters have to be considered. Therefore, the function of the added distances between each robot's actual position and its formation position is continuous and monotonically increasing. Thus, a simplex algorithm (Lagarias et al., 1998) with guaranteed termination was used to actually compute the minima. The resulting (minimal) formation position error was used as input for the second metric, the so-called in-formation ratio. We chose a threshold of 20cm per involved robot (leading to a 40cm threshold for two robot formations and 60cm for three robots) to decide whether the robots were considered in or out of formation. Of course, these values are somewhat arbitrary, but produced feasible results for our environment (see section 6). A more sophisticated solution should calculate these thresholds automatically in order to keep the presented metrics generic. Influencing factors are, for example, size of robots and environment or density of obstacles (which is often unknown a priori). We are currently evaluating several approaches. 
Experiments
To evaluate the chosen metrics we conducted several experiments, in simulation as well as in our robot lab. In both cases, two identical scenarios have been used. First, the robot formation had to pass a narrow passage of about 3m width and 4m length. In the second scenario, the robots had to move through some regularly positioned pillars. The distance between two pillars of one row was about 3m and the distance between two rows was 2.50m. Fig. 1 gives a graphical illustration of these two settings. For each figure, one simulated example run has been plotted. A formation of two or three robots started on the left side and passed the obstacles, thereby moving towards the goal point on the very right side. The robots used to carry out the experimental runs were all circular with a diameter of 54cm, one iRobot B21 and two
Magellans. To get a better impression of our real world set-up look at the pictures in Fig. 2 . For the simulated runs, we also modelled round robots of 54cm in diameter. The motion model used in our multi robot simulation environment corresponds to the B21 robot type (Schneider and Wildermuth, 1997) . In order to apply any metric it is, of course, necessary to acquire precise position information for each robot. Whereas it is simple to get the exact positions from the simulator at a fixed rate of e.g. 10Hz, it is difficult to find this ground truth for any real robot system. Common methods include vision-based approaches using ceiling cameras or specially installed beacons in the environment. Since all our robots are equipped with two SICK laser scanners providing high precision 360 degree distance information, we decided to use a standard SLAM method to correct odometry error and compute global position information for the robots (Dissanayake et al., 2000) . The localization step of the chosen SLAM algorithm runs at a much lower frequency than 10Hz and produces correction data only every two to four seconds. Therefore, sometimes gaps occur within the recorded paths of the real robots, because even in a four second interval an additional odometry error of several centimetres can arise. The impact of these inaccuracies is discussed in more detail in section 6. For both settings, passage and pillars, two different formations have been surveyed, a triangle formation made of three robots and a simple line formation of only two robots. Fig. 1 provides two examples with these two formations. For each combination of two formations and scenarios, 10 runs have been recorded, leading to 40 simulated and 40 real world runs. This data is taken as a basis for the ongoing discussion of the metrics chosen for this multi robot application. We would like to emphasize that our real world experiments took place in a large experimental area with a size of about 14m x 17m. The set-up included an office like configuration of nearly real world dimensions. This makes the comparison between typical multi-robot experiments (like those carried out by Lemay, Naffin and Fredslund within their work) and our experiments somewhat unbalanced. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 provide two exemplary results for the passage scenario and the two-robot formation shown in Fig. 1 in the last section. Both figures are divided into an upper part, which displays the paths in Cartesian coordinates for both robots, and a lower part, which gives the results in terms of the chosen metrics. The solid line gives the total formation error for each time step, as described in section 3. Additionally, a dashed line is printed showing the limit beyond which the robots are considered to be out of formation. Note that this limit depends on the number of robots, for the two robot case it is 40cm and for three robots 60cm. Fig. 6 picture the data generated during two example runs of three robots in a triangle formation passing the pillar scenario. In contrast to the results from the passage, now there are major differences between real robots and simulation. Looking at the formation error chart, one can find that the mean error is smaller for the simulation run. On the one hand, this is because the simulated robots always move somewhat "smoother", especially near obstacles, which leads to slightly larger position errors for the real robots. On the other hand, as already stated in the last section, it is difficult to localize the robot positions exactly, even in a lab environment. This additional error is hard to quantify, in terms of size as well as in terms of distribution. For a compensation of this error, a very precise localisation or additional infor-mation about the nature of the robots' odometry error is needed. Since both is hard to achieve in real world envi-ronments, we simply treat the robot positions as "precise". Any refinement is subject to future work. Although the mean error is smaller in simulation, the maximum of about 220cm is almost twice as large as in the lab run with real robots. The reason for this is obvious when looking at Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 : these charts compare the robots' actual paths (solid line) and the computed optimal formation paths (dotted lines with different markers). See section 4 on how this calculation is done. The robot, which starts at the lower left position, in simulation passes the first obstacle "on the wrong side", leading to a temporarily very large formation error. How-ever, this type of wrong path decision occasionally hap-pens for both the real lab runs as well as the simulation runs. Therefore, the mean of the 10 recorded runs is influ-enced in the same way for lab and simulation experi-ments. Fig. 7 . Deviance between the paths of the 3 robots in the triangle formation (solid lines) and their optimal formation positions (dotted lines). Fig. 8 . Deviance between the paths of the 3 robots in the triangle formation (solid lines) and their optimal formation positions (dotted lines), simulation runs. Table 1 and Table 2 provide some numerical results, namely the mean and the standard deviation for the two chosen metrics. Table 1 gives the results for the different scenarios and the different formations (two robots in a line, three in a triangle) for real laboratory runs, whereas Table 2 lists these values for the simulation runs. What can be seen corresponds well to the results stated so far. The formation error for the passage scenario is much larger than for the pillars, which is, of course, because, while moving through the passage, two robots are far out of formation. Nevertheless, the results for real world and simulation are similar. On the other hand, for the pillar scenario simulation results are better, for the reasons mentioned before. Nevertheless, because of the occasional large errors in this scenario (due to "wrong ways", see Fig. 8 ) the standard deviation is very large. The information ratio metric gives similar results. For the pillar scenario, the ratio is better, but at the same time, the standard deviation is much larger. It is worth mentioning, that the range of the resulting values is quite low. In most of the runs, the robots were out of formation for more than half of the time. This, of course, leads to the question whether this is a suitable metric for obstacle scenarios. Table 2 . Numerical results for simulation, also 10 runs each, with standard deviation.
Results and Discussion
Note, however, that all mentioned differences in the results are solely caused by special characteristics of the environment. On the one hand, there is the rather small impact of simulated or real world runs. Nevertheless, everything else remains the same, including the algorithms, the robots, the simulator, and the laboratory. Just the choice of obstacles leads to the major changes in the results. Thus, it is worth asking what results the same metrics would have produced with another type of robots in another lab environment and other obstacles -and how comparable these results can be. 
Overview and Ongoing Work
In this paper, the problem of general metrics for multirobot applications has been addressed. The task of formation navigation was used as base for the discussion. After a short outline of several suggested metrics for this application, two exemplary metrics were applied to simulated and real world formation experiments. Although using the same robots and the same algorithms, the metrics produced very different results -being highly dependent on the structure of environment and obstacles. Fig. 11 . Non-weighted (solid line) and weighted total formation error (dashed line) for the pillar scenario and a triangle formation.
As mentioned in section 2.3 the next step towards a general metric, i.e. one that is at least independent of the surroundings is to use information about the environment as additional parameter. Some preliminary experiments have been conducted using such information for scaling the formation error for each robot. It is important to mention that we consider the environment to be a priori unknown and possibly non-static. Therefore, only actual sensor information is used for calculations. Fig. 9 shows that with this enhancement the (weighted) formation error metric now correctly reflects the fact that in the passage scenario the formation is only "com-pressed". The same holds for Fig. 10 that provides a simi-lar example, in which a three-robot triangle formation avoids a wall-like obstacle on their left. In both figures the upper part shows the robots' paths and the lower part compares non-weighted (solid line) and weighted (dashed line) total formation error. In both cases the weighted formation error drops below the in-formation threshold during the whole run, meaning that the three robots are considered to form a still acceptable triangle formation while avoiding the obstacles (see section 4 for a detailed description of the in-formation ratio metric). Fig. 11 gives an example of a triangle formation in the "pillar" scenario. See section 6, especially figures Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 , for a detailed description of the environment. Table 3 . Comparison between non-weighted and weighted formation metrics for different scenarios. For each scenario 10 simulation runs with three robots in a triangle formation have been evaluated. Now the weighted formation error metric correctly reflects the fact, that the formation is really distorted twice while passing the obstacles, meaning that the robots choose the "wrong side" when they pass some of the pillars. Whenever this happens, the total formation error (non-weighted and weighted) grows up to 150cm or above, which is more than twice the in-formation threshold. Table 3 summarizes the results of these preliminary experiments numerically. For all scenarios -"wall", "passage", "pillars", each with 3 robots in a triangle formationwe recorded 10 simulated runs and computed mean values for the total formation error and the in-formation ratio, as well as their standard deviations. As stated above for the arbitrarily chosen example runs, when looking at the first two scenarios then, according to the weighted metric, the three robots are perfectly in formation throughout all of the "passage" and "wall" runs. For the "pillars" the mean formation error is also much lower using the weighted version of the metric. However, since the robots often leave their positions inside the triangle formation, by means of the in-formation ration they are still considered to be out of formation nearly half of the time.
Non-weighted metrics
Although these results look promising, for a sensible comparison of different approaches, tested with different robots in different laboratories, even more parameters must be taken into account. Nevertheless, it is definitely worth continuing work on extended, generally applicable metrics, since the only other feasible way of measuring quality of results is to enforce identical experimental conditions by designing more and more specialised robot competitions.
